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Executive summary 
Accessing the home directory data of users is critical to the daily operation of many organizations. MetroSync 
for Dell EMC™ Unity can help protect this user data stored in home directories. This replication solution 
enables data centers to avoid disruptions in business operations by providing a disaster recovery (DR) plan 
with additional redundancy. 

This technical paper provides guidance for home-directory configuration and integration with MetroSync for 
Dell EMC Unity, a synchronous disaster recovery solution for file resources. 

Audience 
This technical paper is intended for IT planners, storage architects, system administrators, partners, Dell 
EMC™ employees, and any others involved in evaluating, acquiring, managing, operating, or designing a 
MetroSync environment using Dell EMC Unity systems. 

Terminology 
Bandwidth: The amount of data that can be transferred in a time period. Bandwidth is usually represented in 
bytes per second (Bps) or MB/s. 

Fibre Channel protocol: A transfer protocol used to communicate SCSI commands over a Fibre Channel 
network. 

NAS server: A Dell EMC Unity storage server that uses the SMB, NFS, or FTP/SFTP protocols to catalog, 
organize, and transfer files within designated file system shares. A NAS server, the basis for multi-tenancy, 
must be created before you can create file-level storage resources such as file systems or VMware® file 
datastores. 

Network-attached storage (NAS): File-based storage for a wide range of clients and applications that 
access storage over IP connectivity. 

Network File System (NFS): An access protocol that allows data access from Linux® or UNIX® hosts located 
on a network. 

Recovery point objective (RPO): A defined time period in which data can be lost but an organization can 
continue operations. For example, if an organization determined that it could allow an RPO of 30 minutes, the 
business would be able to experience a disaster, lose 30 minutes of data, and still be able to perform 
operations normally. 

Recovery time objective (RTO): The duration of time in which a business process must be restored after a 
disaster. For example, an RTO of one hour means that in case of a disaster, the data and business process 
need to be restored in one hour. 

Server Message Block (SMB): An access protocol that allows data access from Microsoft® Windows® or 
Linux hosts located on a network. Also known as Common Internet File System (CIFS). 

Synchronous replication: A replication mode in which the host initiates a write to the system at the local 
site. The data must be successfully stored in both the local and destination systems before an 
acknowledgement is sent back to the host. 
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Storage pool: A collection of physical drives organized in a logical grouping for use on Dell EMC Unity 
systems for storage resource provisioning. 

Storage processor (SP): A storage node that provides the processing resources for performing storage 
operations as well as servicing I/O between storage and hosts. 

Unisphere: A web-based Dell EMC management interface for creating storage resources, and configuring 
and scheduling protection for stored data. Dell EMC Unisphere™ is also used for managing and monitoring 
other storage operations. 

Unisphere command-line interface (UEMCLI): An interface that allows a user to perform tasks on the 
storage system by typing commands instead of using the graphical user interface. 
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1 Introduction 
This document describes how to configure Microsoft® Active Directory® (AD) home directories with MetroSync 
to create a disaster recovery (DR) solution for Dell EMC Unity file resources.  

Most enterprise organizations that uses Microsoft-based servers use the Microsoft home directories feature. 
This enables users to store their files in a specific file-system directory on the storage system and simplifies 
storage and user administration. The home directory is mapped to a user’s profile and when the user logs in, 
the home directory is automatically connected to a predefined network drive.  

Using MetroSync for disaster recovery (DR) can protect user home directory files in case of server, storage, 
or data-center failure. MetroSync allows for synchronous replication of a NAS server and all its contents, as 
well as file systems, association of file systems to snapshot schedules, snapshots, SMB servers, exports, 
interfaces, and so on. It can be configured in either a uni-directional configuration with the source NAS 
servers constrained to one system, or a bi-directional configuration with each system having its own set of 
source NAS servers.  

For more detailed information on MetroSync, refer to the Dell EMC Unity: MetroSync document. 

1.1 Prerequisites 
This section describes the requirements for MetroSync and Microsoft® Windows Server®. 

1.1.1 MetroSync requirements 
To use the MetroSync feature, two physical Dell EMC Unity systems must be configured as follows: 

• Dell EMC Unity OE must be version 4.4 or later. 
• Fibre Channel connectivity (direct connect or through a switch) is required between the two 

systems through the synchronous replication ports.  
• The system time for both systems must be within five minutes of each other. 
• The two Dell EMC Unity systems do not need to be the same model, but it is highly 

recommended to pair system models with the same default NFS transfer sizes. 

1.1.2 Microsoft Windows requirements 
To configure Microsoft AD on Dell EMC Unity systems, the following requirements must be met: 

• Physical or virtual server with Windows Server 2008 R2, 2012, 2012 R2, or 2016. 
• Active Directory installed and configured, and with network connectivity to both local and remote 

Dell EMC Unity systems 

https://support.emc.com/docu90611_Dell-EMC-Unity:-MetroSync---A-Detailed-Review.pdf
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 Main configuration using two sites with MetroSync synchronous replication sessions 

Figure 1 illustrates the configuration discussed in this technical paper. This document assumes the correct 
connection configuration has been already established. All prerequisites in section 1.1 must be established 
before continuing the configuration steps. 
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2 Enable home directories 
To simplify administration of the home directories feature, Dell EMC Unity provides a Home Directories 
Management snap-in for Microsoft operating systems. This section demonstrates using the snap-in to prepare 
for MetroSync use.  

Note: The special share name HOME is reserved for the home directories feature. If a share named HOME 
already exists, the home directories feature cannot be enabled. In addition, if the home directories feature is 
enabled, creating a share named HOME is not allowed. 

By default, the home directories feature is enabled. A NAS server and file system must be created on the 
storage system before we can use the home directories feature. 

1. Create a NAS server on the source Dell EMC Unity storage device: 

a. In Unisphere, under Storage, click File, click NAS Servers, and click the + sign. 
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b. On the Configure NAS Server general settings screen, perform the following:  
i. Enter a Server Name for the NAS server. 
ii. Optionally, choose a Tenant. 
iii. Choose the storage Pool. 
iv. Choose the Storage Processor to run the NAS server on. 
v. Click Next. 

 

c. Choose the Ethernet Port and provide the IP information. 
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d. Choose the Windows Shares (SMB, CIFS) and provide the information to join the domain. 

 

e. On the next screen, enter the Domain name, and in the Servers field, add the IP address of the 
DNS server(s). Click Next. 

 
 

At this point, replication is not configured but will be completed later. 
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f. Click Next to review the summary information.  

 
 

g. Click Finish. Once the job completes, the NAS server will be created. 

Now that the NAS server is configured, the next step is to create a file system and SMB share to host the 
home directories user files and folders. This step demonstrates how to create a NAS file system and an SMB 
share. Note that in the following steps, snapshots schedules and replication are not configured and will be 
detailed later in the document. 
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2. Create a file system and SMB share for home directories. 

a. To create a file system Unisphere, under Storage, click File, click File Systems, and click the + 
sign. 

 
 

b. Choose the NAS server configured previously. 
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c. Provide a Name and Description (optional) for the file system. 

 
 

d. Choose the Pool, Size, and other attributes for the file system. 
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e. Create an SMB Share for the home directories. 

 
 

3. Use the MMC snap-in to enable home directories. 

a. To enable home directories feature, install the NAS Management MMC snap-in on a Windows 
VM that is on the same domain as the NAS server.  

b. Once installed, start the NAS Management MMC snap-in, right-click Data Mover/NAS Server 
Management, and click Connect to Data Mover/NAS Server. 
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c. Choose the NAS server and click OK. 

 
 

d. Right-click HomeDir, select New, and click Home directory entry. 
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e. Enter the following: 

- NetBios Domain Name: Enter the domain name or use wildcards. For example, * allows all 
domains. 

- User: Enter the user or use wildcards. For example, *a enables this home directory path for 
all users with a username that starts with a. 

- Path: Enter or browse to the file system path. For example, \fs001\<d>\<u> uses the path 
\fs001\company\Bob for user Bob in domain company. 

- Options: 
> Auto Create Directory: Automatically creates the directory if it does not exist already. 
> Regular Expression: Enables using regular expression for the path. For example, [a-d].* 

for any usernames that start with a, b, c, or d. 
> Read Only: Users do not have write privileges to the home directory. 

- UMASK (optional): Configures the default permissions for User, Group, and Other on the 
home directory. 
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3 Configure replication  
Now that the NAS server, file system, and home directories are configured, the next step is to configure the 
replication between the two storage systems.  

For a more detailed explanation and configuration for designing and deploying MetroSync for Dell EMC Unity 
replication, refer to the Dell EMC Unity: MetroSync document.  

Perform the following tasks to configure synchronous replication between the two Dell EMC Unity storage 
systems: 

1. Configure the synchronous replication management interfaces: 

a. In Unisphere, under Protection & Mobility, click Interfaces and click the + sign. 
b. On the next screen, in the Ethernet Port field, make sure Sync Replication Management Port 

is selected. 
c. Enter the IP information for both SPA and SPB. When this is complete, configure the 

synchronous replication management interfaces on the second Dell EMC Unity storage system. 

 
  

https://support.emc.com/docu90611_Dell-EMC-Unity:-MetroSync---A-Detailed-Review.pdf
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Once complete, the Interfaces screen shows both ports configured successfully. 

 

2. Create a connection between the two Dell EMC Unity storage systems: 

a. In Unisphere, under Protection & Mobility, click Replication, click Connections, and click the + 
sign. 

b. Enter the following information: 

- Remote System: Management IP Address, User Name, and Password 
- Local System: Password 
- Connection Mode: Synchronous or Both 
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c. Once complete, click Verify and Update to test the connection. 
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4 Test failover 
It is a best practice to periodically test the DR plan by simulating failure scenarios such as source-storage-
system failure. Testing this kind of failure involves a failover and failback of the source Dell EMC Unity 
storage system (SN 3247) to the destination Dell EMC Unity storage system (SN 3270). 

The following example shows a failover of nasSrv01 from the Dell EMC Unity storage system (SN 3247) to 
the destination site Dell EMC Unity storage system (SN 3270). 

 

1. On the source side, in Unisphere, under Storage, click File, click NAS Servers, edit the Source NAS 

Server (nasSRV01), and click the Replication tab. 
2. Select the Replication Session, click More Actions. On the next screen, verify the destination 

system and click Failover. 
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3. To verify that all I/O is now going to the destination Dell EMC Unity storage system (SN 3270), close 
the current replication window, open it again by clicking Edit (pen symbol), and click Replication. 
The window now shows the active configuration with all I/O going to the destination system.  

 
 

4. Test accessibility to the home directories from a Microsoft Windows desktop or server. You will not 
notice any changes, but all user files and directories are served from the destination Dell EMC Unity 
storage system (SN 3270). 
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5 Test failback 
Now that the roles are reversed, the next step performs the operation on the destination Dell EMC Unity 
storage system (SN 3270). 

1. In Unisphere, under Storage, click File, click NAS Servers, edit the Source NAS Server 
(nasSRV01), and click the Replication tab. 

2. Select the Replication Session, click More Actions, and click Failover. 

 
 

3. The new destination is the original source Dell EMC Unity storage system (SN 3247). Click Failover.  

 
 

After the failover is complete, verify it from either the source or destination. 
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4. To verify from the source Dell EMC Unity storage system (SN 3247), in Unisphere, under Storage, 

click File, click NAS Servers, edit the Source NAS Server (nasSRV01), and click the Replication 
tab. The properties window now shows the active configuration with all I/O going to the source 
system. 
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6 Unplanned failover 
In very rare cases, a real disaster occurs and requires a failover to the remote site. In this case, failover is 
initiated from the destination system. MetroSync fails over to the remote site but replication stops since the 
source system is no longer available. 

When the source site becomes available again, a full synchronization is required to restart replication. If the 
original source system is recovered and is available again after an unplanned failover is completed, users 
have the option to run a Failback or Resume operation. A Failback operation initiates a full synchronization 
and then switches the replication roles to make the original source and destination reprise their roles again. A 
Resume operation imitates a full synchronization to the original source system and continues to replicate new 
writes in the same direction. 

6.1 MetroSync Manager 
MetroSync Manager is available starting with Dell EMC Unity OE version 4.5. This is an optional Microsoft® 
Windows® application that monitors the systems participating in synchronous replication for critical failures or 
outages. If a failure or outage is detected, MetroSync Manager automatically initiates a cabinet-level failover 
to simultaneously fail over all synchronously replicated NAS servers and associated VMware vSphere NFS 
datastores to the peer system in parallel. Just as MetroSync synchronous replication works bi-directionally 
between two systems, MetroSync Manager does as well. If either system fails or becomes unavailable, 
MetroSync Manager performs the necessary cabinet-level failover to the surviving system. Like manual 
failover, when a system becomes unavailable, synchronous replication between it and the destination system 
stops. 

Note: Along with the proper system monitoring configuration, the Unity MetroSync Manager Service must be 
in a Running status and the Service State in the MetroSync Manager application must be Started for 
MetroSync Manager to perform an automatic cabinet-level failover for a failed system. 

For more information on Dell EMC Unity MetroSync and MetroSync Manager, refer to the Dell EMC Unity: 
MetroSync document. 

 

 

 

https://support.emc.com/docu90611_Dell-EMC-Unity:-MetroSync---A-Detailed-Review.pdf
https://support.emc.com/docu90611_Dell-EMC-Unity:-MetroSync---A-Detailed-Review.pdf
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7 Conclusion 
The MetroSync feature is a zero-data-loss replication solution designed for customers that demand 
continuous data availability. MetroSync can be used to protect user home directory data and much more. 

This document discusses only one use case of MetroSync. For more information about all the features 
supported by MetroSync, refer to the Dell EMC Unity: MetroSync document. 

https://support.emc.com/docu90611_Dell-EMC-Unity:-MetroSync---A-Detailed-Review.pdf
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A Technical support and resources 
Dell EMC Support is focused on meeting customer needs with proven services and support. 

Storage technical documents and videos on Dell.com provide expertise that helps to ensure customer 
success on Dell EMC storage platforms. 

A.1 Related resources 
The following references can be found on Dell EMC Support: 

• Dell EMC Unity: DR Access and Testing 
• Dell EMC Unity: Introduction to the Platform 
• Dell EMC Unity: Unisphere Overview 
• Dell EMC Unity: NAS Capabilities 
• Dell EMC Unity: Snapshots and Thin Clones 
• Dell EMC UnityVSA 
• Dell EMC Unity: MetroSync  

 

https://support.emc.com/
http://www.dell.com/storageresources
https://support.emc.com/

